A case of a patient carrying a 9p trisomy due to a maternal t(9;18) (p13;p11) translocation is reported. In addition to the principal findings which characterize the 9p trisomy syndrome, this case presents some dysmorphic features due to the partial deletion of chromosome 18.

Since the first case of 9p trisomy described by Rethore et al. (1970), several new cases have been reported, as listed in the references. Among recently identified syndromes due to autosomal aberrations, 9p trisomy is certainly the most frequent after Down’s syndrome (Tenconi et al. 1976). We report a new case resulting from a maternal t(9;18) translocation.

CASE REPORT

The patient, first child of a 54-year-old father and a 34-year-old mother, was delivered by Cesarean after a full term pregnancy. Birth weight was 3200 g. The family history is negative for chromosomal and metabolic diseases. Cardiopathy was found at birth with presence of double vena cava, defect of the intraventricular septum and persistence of arterial duct. At 2 months the following characteristics were noted: flat occiput, prominent parietal bones, large anterior fontanella (6x4 cm), broad osseous lacuna along the metopic suture, high and flat forehead, low hairline, arched eyebrows, hypertelorism with bilateral epicanthus, horizontal palpebral fissures, small and sunken eyeballs, large nose (especially at the tip) with a broad and prominent bridge, nostrils downwards and forwards. The philtrum was long and well developed, the upper lip short and thin, the lower lip protruding, the mouth angles were slanted downwards and forwards. The philtrum was long and well developed, the upper lip short and thin, the lower lip protruding, the mouth angles were slanted downwards and forwards. The auricles were low-set with the helix folded onto a prominent anthelix; the concha was deep and broad. The neck was short. The hands appeared long with a clinodactyly of the fifth fingers. There was also a dorsal dislocation of second toes.

The auxological and psychomotor development were checked periodically. At 12 months weight, height and head circumference were below the 3rd percentile (6700 g, 67 cm, 43 cm). These values evidenced microcephaly. At 30 months such relationships remained costant (8800 g, 78 cm, 46 cm). Neurological examination at 10 months revealed a child with poor miming (lower lip still even while crying), torpid pupillar reflexes, incoordinate ocular motility, involuntary attempts to catch and muscular hypotonia with inability to carry the head. At 18 months the child was unable to speak, seized objects, and was able to sit without support for only a few minutes. At 2½ years the child was able to sit down, but made no attempt to move; the Brunet-Lezine test revealed a development of 4 months.

Radiological examination

At 1 year the vertebral column revealed the presence of a left supernumerary cervical rib; the pelvis showed an increased distance between the trip-joint arches; absence of pubis, and numerous schisis of posterior arches at the cervical-lumbar level. The nucleus of pubis bones appeared at 2 years; skeletal development corresponded to that of a newborn.

EEG was normal.

At 26 months a cardiac catheterization showed a right ventricular hypertrofia, moderate pulmonary valvular stenosis and an interventricular defect.

Dermatoglyphic findings

Left hand: Single transverse palmar crease; axial triradius in t position; atd angle, 46°; hypothenar pattern, ulnar loop; digital triradii: a terminates at 5', b and c absent, d at 11. Digital patterns: Ulnar loops on fingers 1-3-4-5, radial loop on 2.

Right hand: Normal palmar crease; axial triradius in t position; atd angle, 47°; hypothenar pattern:
Fig. 1. The patient at 2 months of age.

Fig. 2. Maternal caryotype (R banding: BuDR acridine-orange).

Fig. 3. The patient’s caryotype (R banding: BuDR acridine-orange).
ulnar loop; digital triradii: a terminates at 5’, b and c absent, d at 11.
Digital patterns: Radial loop on fingers 2-4 and ulnar loop on 1-3-5.

Cytogenetic investigations
Chromosome preparations from peripheral blood cultures of the patient with R-banding technique revealed a karyotype with 46 chromosomes, but the short arm of chromosome 18 had a supernumerary chromatinic material identified as the short arm of chromosome 9.
Chromosome analysis of the parents revealed that the mother carried a reciprocal translocation between the short arm of chromosome 9 and the short arm of chromosome 18.
The maternal karyotype was: 46,XX,t(9;18)(p13;p11).
The karyotype of the child was determined by a segregation type adjacent-I: 46,XY,+ der(18),t(9;18)(p13;p11)mat.
Therefore the child is trisomic for the short arm of chromosome 9 and monosomic for a part of the short arm of chromosome 18 (p11→ter).

DISCUSSION
According to previous report, the main clinical features of 9p trisomy are the following: severe mental retardation, bone growth retardation, large and bulbous nose, small and sunken eyeballs, low-set ears and large auricles, downwards slanting months angles, clinodactily of the fifth fingers, long palm and brachymesophalangy, single palmar crease, and triradii band c absent or fused.
By means of cytogenetic data it is possible to distinguish for this syndrome a pure 9p trisomy and an associated 9p trisomy.
The pure 9p trisomy is characterized by a phenotype corresponding to the above-mentioned features, in which the defect consists of a trisomy of the short arm of chromosome 9.
The associated 9p trisomy is characterized by the presence of multiple malformations of different organs and by a karyotype in which trisomy of the short arm of chromosome 9 is accompanied by a partial monosomy of another chromosome. Usually trisomy is due to a familial balanced translocation between the short arm of chromosome 9 and an acrocentric chromosome. The syndrome rarely arises “de novo”.
Our case is undoubtedly due to an associated 9p trisomy, for the phenotypical features and for the presence of a partial monosomy of the short arm of chromosome 18, probably causing some malformations such as cardiopathy.
Somatic and psychomotor follow up led to the conclusion that this syndrome is cause of a serious cerebropathy with a more severe prognosis than any other chromosomal syndrome.
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